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In this issue of the Biophysical Journal,
a group from the Fabry laboratory in Er-
langen, Germany, presents a method for
determining the mechanical properties
of cells in a high throughput platform,
and a statistical approach by which to
avoid bias associated with different
stress and strain histories over the cell
population (1). These are important is-
sues, insofar as it is now well estab-
lished that the rheological properties of
cells are heterogeneous and often signif-
icantly nonlinear, which in turn poses
serious difficulties in achieving high
throughput and consistency of param-
eter estimation over differing protocols
(2). Lange et al. (1) have made a large
step forward here. Our thoughts in this
commentary focus on the new and
notable nature of the technology.

The essence of their rheologicalmea-
surements reflects an old and venerable
technique of pipette aspiration (3–5),
wherein cells are subjected to a pres-
sure difference (stress) driving them
into or out of a lumen smaller than their
intrinsic diameter (strain), and noting
the temporal evolution of the resulting
strain as the cell enters or exits the
pipette. In their manifestation of this
idea, Lange et al. (1) have a series of
eight parallel microfluidic channels,
each with a microconstriction, with a
large number of cells in an upstream
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reservoir (see Fig. 1 a). Strain, εmax, is
straightforward: it is basically the frac-
tional change in the undeformed cell
diameter to an effective luminal diam-
eter. Stress (Dp) is inferred from the
cell velocities just before the constric-
tion encounter, using an empirical rela-
tionship to net fluid flow, and the
resulting Poiseuille drop in the constric-
tion (6). One of the clever techniques
here is to invoke Kirchhoff’s law in par-
allel circuits to account for the effect of
parallel neighbors encountering the ob-
structions, thus changing the pressure
drops throughout (6). The characteristic
time for deformation, tentry, is taken
as the time from the constriction
encounter to the cell’s full deformation
into (and exit from) the constriction.
These are put together with the now
reasonably well-established power law
description of cellular rheology (2). In
particular, the strain is related to stress
and a characteristic deformation time
through a power law, often written as
εmax ~ ðDp=EÞtbentry, whereE is an effec-
tive elastic modulus and b is the power-
law exponent.

In experiments on K562 leukemia
cells, a striking pattern emerged within
the very wide dispersed cloud of tentry
versus εmax/Dpdata points. In particular,
due to the variation in undeformed cell
size (R in Fig. 1 a), each cell is subjected
to a different maximal strain as it de-
forms into the constriction; similarly,
each cell is exposed to different stresses
secondary both to its own size as well as
the pressure coupling to its neighbor’s
encounters. Binning the data over these
Biophysical Jou
different histories, as shown in Fig. 1 b,
appears to largely resolve the high de-
gree of raw variability. That this should
reveal stress or strain stiffening is not
surprising, but it does lead to an impor-
tant insight.Utilizing rawaverages of all
data necessarily weights those bins with
larger number of cells and conversely,
and this leads to bias in E and b insofar
as there is true stress or strain stiffening.
Lange et al. (1) propose a clever but
elementary (and assumption free) boot-
strapping approach—repeated random
sampling of bins such that equal
numbers of data points are sampled
within eachbin, a procedure called ‘‘his-
togram matching’’. That this has the
potential to remove bin number bias
was checked by comparing data ob-
tained with narrow and wide chan-
nels on the same K562 cell line. The
modulus without and with histogram
matching is shown in Fig. 1 c. Cells
appear stiffer when measured with a
narrow channel using just raw data, but
with histogram matching, that differ-
ence disappears, presumably revealing
a more robust measurement of the true
cell properties.

It should be noted that while previous
works (7–9) have already achieved
higher throughputs of 102–104 cells/s,
each of these has advantages and disad-
vantages. Gossett et al. (7) has by far the
highest throughput (>103 cells/s) with
offline analysis, but does not extract
actual material properties (which Lange
et al. (1) does).Also, due to theveryhigh
rate, the measurements are limited by
camera memory. Otto et al. (8) has a
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FIGURE 1 (a) A cell of radius R transverses a microfluidic channel and a constriction of narrower

width w. The pressure difference is Dp. At t ¼ 0 the cell enters a constriction and leaves it at t ¼ tentry.

Scale bar, 10 mm. (b) The experimental data are binned for cells flowing under comparableDp and εmax.

This binning has a gridlike structure. (c) The width of the channel is varied from 3.5 to 5.5 mm. With

raw data, it appears that E is protocol-dependent whereas it is protocol-independent for post histogram

matching. This is also true for b (not shown here). All figures were taken or adapted from Lange et al.

(1). To see this figure in color, go online.
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smaller throughput (102–103 cells/s),
but the cells are analyzed in real-time,
which can be done continuously until
the cells run out. Byun et al. (9) is prob-
ably closest in approach to the present
method, and has a similar throughput,
with analysis done online. There are
also differences in the timescales at
whichmechanics is probed.These range
from microseconds in Gosset et al. (7),
milliseconds in Otto et al (8), and
milliseconds to seconds in both Lange
et al. (1) and Byun et al. (9). Moreover,
there are also differences in whether
there is physical contact or not (yes in
Lange et al. (1) and Byun et al. (9); no
in Gosset et al. (7) and Otto et al. (8)).
All (1,7–9) can do fluorescence in
parallel.

The techniques employed here have
clear applications in a wide variety of
cell types and interventions. To be
sure, these ideas also raise as many
1294 Biophysical Journal 112, 1293–1294, Ap
questions as they answer (e.g., the
physical origin of the strain and stress
stiffening, and whether these are re-
flected in just the modulus or perhaps
in the power-law exponent). But with
these new tools in hand, new hypothe-
ses can be entertained and tested with
throughputs in the thousands of cells
per hour, and with histogram matching,
at least some portion of intrinsic bias
can be circumvented. In addition, the
approach described here is accessible
to virtually any laboratory, and impor-
tantly, with no need for highly special-
ized technology or significant resource
commitments. Finally, we note that flu-
orescently tagged protein expression
levels can be measured in parallel
with cell mechanics (such as done
here with laminA labeling) on a cell-
by-cell basis, in turn leading to more
direct assays of the relationship be-
tween mechanics and protein expres-
ril 11, 2017
sion. One hopes that the approaches
outlined in Lange et al. (1) will consti-
tute another significant step forward in
our ability to probe cells’ intrinsic
properties with high throughput, and
with a measure of independence of
the history distribution in response to
variable protocols and interventions.
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